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" Party regulations," the word as a concept , there are many inherent meanings , 
including party discipline , party system , the party's legal . From the party's history, " 
the party regulations," often from a different angle or significance used up . As an 
academic discussion , we should rigorously to explore the "inner regulations," the 
intention , and find meaning in what we are or what level to use this concept. This 
facilitates us to effectively carry out the scientific inquiry . 
In the current theoretical research , academia for the " party regulations," this 
formulation there is some controversy . Some scholars believe that " due to the ' party 
regulations ' This formulation can not accurately be the party's rules and regulations 
and national laws and regulations with distinction, proposed to use ' party discipline ' 
instead of ' party regulations ' formulation ." ; Also scholars believe that : "From the 
legal perspective, the party statute is an important part of soft law , with the basic 
features of law ." etc. ; reason for this controversy is that many people in our 
consciousness "law" is belong to the state level issues . " Party regulations," this 
formulation contains the " Act " factor , so it is easy to state law in the " Law" and the 
party regulations of the " Law" confused . There is such a debate fundamental reason 
is the nature of the party's regulations there is a dispute , therefore, to study the nature 
of the Party and regulations is a very important place . 
Based on such knowledge , this paper mainly from the following aspects of the 
nature of the party regulations were studied . 
First, " the party regulations," and "inner relationship" defines the concept , as 
well as regulatory functions within the party were studied . Secondly, the study of the 
relationship between the party and the law and regulations , that the party statute law 
of nature , according to the legal analysis of the basic characteristics of the party 
statute law and soft law belonging to society , but because of the special status of the 
Chinese Communist Party , the party statute also contains national law and hard law 
factors ; simultaneously analyze the reason why the party statute law of nature with 
the basic conditions . Subsequently, the analysis of the relationship between the party 
regulations and discipline , that party regulations, " rules" in nature. Finally, the 
analysis of the party and state laws and regulations convergence . In China , the party 















absolute leadership , the party of national laws and regulations affecting the 
development and modification parts gradually party regulations into national law , and 
with the country social and institutional improvement , and also identified the party at 
the national laws and regulations within the activities, namely the rule of law to 
determine the Chinese Communist Party 's basic policy. 
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